Ultrasound Facial Treatment
If you’re looking for younger, healthier looking skin, our Ultrasonic Facial treatment
offers a gentle and safe alternative for treating acne, Rosacea and signs of aging.
Ultrasonic Facial therapy is suitable for all skin types, including the most sensitive skin,
and all ethnicities.
During an Ultrasonic Facial treatment, water bubbles move with the flow of liquid across
the skin. When they encounter regions of higher pressure, the water bubbles collapse,
creating a kinetic force. The rapid oscillation of low frequency ultrasonic derma sounds
interact with the collapsed bubbles on the skin, which results in gentle and controlled
exfoliation. The skin cells of the stratum corneum separate and lift away, powering your
skin’s innate ability for cell turnover and renewal. This treatment also rids your skin of
bacteria and viruses, which helps control acne.
Ultrasonic Facial therapy is a three-stage system for gentle, risk-free mechanical
exfoliation, molecular penetration and healing micro-amp therapy to combat many skin
challenges such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce Wrinkles
Reduce Acne Spots
Decrease Rosacea
Treats Inflammation
Increase Moisture Retention on the Skin
Beneficial for Tissue Healing
Increases the Extensibility of Collagen Tissue
Improves Skin Tone
Increases Cell Rejuvenation
Diminishes Unwanted Pigment
This treatments is a way to get facial tightening and contouring instantly

Session design:
•
•
•

No of treatments : 3-6 treatments
Treatment Interval : once every week
Treatment Time : 60 min plus post mask or 90 min plus post mask
.

What is ULTRASOUND FACIAL TIGHTENING?
We all used creams packed with ingredients on top of our skin to help make it look
younger. Imagine a technology that can penetrate concentrated active anti aging and skin
firming ingredients through your skin down to the muscle? The ultrasound uses an
current that takes that formula and penetrates all the ingredients deep thru the skin down
to the muscle and fat. it is an ultrasound that can Contour and lifting saggy baggy fatty
skin of the face, jaw, and neck. It can also reduced the appearance of broken capillaries.
There is almost no down time. Results start immediately and results last up to TWO
months and there is NO pain

Why is it unique?
No discomfort, no down time, its perfect for those special events when your skin needs
to look firm tight and glowing. Or before a vacation when you want to look your best. Or
for maintenance and prevention
preve
you can do this every two months
How does it work?
The unique ultrasound is to tighten, contour and tone face, jaw and/or neck. the
ultrasound penetrated into deep layers of the dermis and muscle.
How long does it take?
Approximately 15 minutes, wit
with
h no down time. afterwards skin may feel warm and
tighter immediately. Skin make be pink or flushed looking for 11-3
3 hours after. The flush
can be similiar to a flush after exercising or sitting in a sauna. Immediate tightening and
contouring is seen, with full tightening effect occurring over a few days. Lasting up to
two months

How many treatments are needed?
Each time a treatment is done will show results, with repeated
repeated treatment every weeks
cumulative
mulative results take effect.Ultrasound
effect.
Facial Tightening can
an be done before special
events or before vacations when you would like a tighter firmer more glowing youthful
appearance. Some patients like to come in more
more frequently and do it as maintenance
every weeks.

Reduce Acne Spots

Reduce wrinkles

Decrease Rosacea
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